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ABSTRACT
The conditional logit framework is used to describe how the
mutually exclusive and exhaustive probabilities of locational choice,
including not migrating, depend on a set of conditioning variables.
Aggregate data from the Venezuelan 1961 Census are used to estimate this
model for males within four educational st~ata.

The logit model

estimated by conventional linear procedures fits the 400 cell contin,

gency talle better than does the double log-probability function
associated with the "gravity" model.

Interregional wage differences

are relatively larger among less educated, who are also the groups
that migrate least frequently.

More educated men appear more responsive

to destination wages and less deterred by distance.

Though these

differences in migratory behavior by educational class may account
for interregional wage variation, other hypotheses also need to be
investigated for this co111110n pattern. Rapid regional population growth
also influences migration, by deterring entry.

Only men with a

secondary or higher education notably avoided destinations where
unemployment was high.

Thus, the Harris-Todaro model of migration

and development which assumes urban unemployment governs migration
is not consistent with the behavior of the majority of the labor
force in Venezuela which has relatively little schooling.

I.

INTRODUCTION
Much empirical research on migration and its determinants involves

estimating double logarithmic equations of approximately the following
form: *
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where mij is the gross rate of migration from region i to region j per
person, Ni, at risk of migration in region i during a specified time
period, Nj is the number of persons in region j, Dij is the distance from region
i to region j, Xi and Xj refer to conditioning characteristics of region i and j,
and eij is a disturbance representing errors in measurement, functional
form, and numerous, hopefully minor, omitted factors.
Since Cary (1858-59) first reasoned that human U>.bility behaved
according to "laws" of social interaction, many bodies of data have been
fit, with some success, to forms of the "gravity model" of migration:
(2)
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in which it is assumed that gross flows of migrants from one location to
another are directly proportional to the population at origin and
destination, and inversely proportional to the distance between regions,
and possibly conditional on a function Z of other attributes or forces,
represented by the X'a.

* See, for example, Beals, et. al., 1967; Greenwood, 1969 a,b, 1971 a, b;

Levy and Wadycki, 1972 a,b,1974a,b.
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To estimate a relationship.determini ng migration~ gross migrant
flows are usually normalized.

Statistical criteria for the choice of a

dependent variable include that the residual stochastic disturbance in
the resulting relationship is independent of explanatory variables to
avoid bias, and of known or constant variance to increase efficiency.
Dividing equation (2) by origin population, Ni, and taking logarithms of
this gross migration rate equation could explain the origins for estimation
equation (1). * Rarely are statistical or economic reasons for this or
other normalizations of gross migration offered in the literature. **

*

It is often assumed that individual behavior is independent of what
others do, at least in the short run, and hence if a stable stochastic
process describes the determinants of individual migration probabilities,
the parameters to this process might be estimated from migration frequen
cies within population aggregates. If individual migration probabilities
are randomly and normally distributed, the gross migration rate, m ,
for aggregates is an unbiased estimator for the-underlying individ&11
probability, P • Even in this case, the variance in estimates of mi.
will tend to b!Jinversely proportional to N. Generalized least squales
estimates are then more efficient through t!e application of appropriate
population weights. If logarthmic equation (1) is estimated, weights
must be modified accordingly. For appropriate weights with the logit model
see Cox (1970, p. 106).

** Tha lack of normalization is more difficult to understand.
Sahota's (1968),s~udy of Brazilian migration relies largely on
double log regreosions, but considers as his dependent variable gross
lifetime migration flows among the Brazailian states as recorded in the
1950 Census. Though he interpretes his finding8 in terms of individual
responsiveness of migration to a host of variables, it is not clear how
he can relate his estimates to the micro economic behavioral model he
posits. Sahota's specification also contradicts the classical assumption
of homoscedastic disturbances in the regression equation, and since the
origin popul~tion size tends to be correlated with other determinants of
migration, bias as well as loss of efficiency occurs (Schultz, 1969) If
it were not for Sahota's specification, some parallels might be sought
between his study of Brazilian migration circa 1950 and this investigation
of Venezuelan migration as of 1961. Greenwood (1969b) also analyzes
gross flows in Egypt, without comment or justification.
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The double logarithmic probabiiity function (1), in addition to its
dubious inspiration from 19th century physics, also neglects information
embodied in the frequency of nonmigration, namely the mii's, and admits
predictions of "probabilities" in excess of one.

Clearly, there are

statistical reasons for considering other approaches to migration as a
multiple choice process; one such approach is explored in this paper:
the conditional logit.
Given an improved statistic~! model of migration, it should be
possible to test economic hypotheses that underlie much thinking about
the development process.

A widely accepted class of models of migration,

labor factor market distortions, and development has distinct but untested
implications with respect to the responsiveness of migration to wage and
employment rates.

Those are tested below, given data limitations.

Disaggre

gating migration by educational attainment and sex is helpful in reducing
the heterogeneity of the labor force.

This simple but uncommon procedure

clarifies the functioning of interregional labor markets, and provides an
empirical basis for evaluatins regional dualism in a low income country.
The plan of this paper is as follows.

The characteristics of logit

framework are discussed in section III, and adapted to test several economic
hypotheses pertaining to migration.

Some tabulations of migration data

for Venezuela are presented in section IV, and then these aggregate data
are used to estimate and compare the explanatory power of the logit and
conventional gravity model of migration.

Before considering the statis

tical model, section II reviews some salient issues in migration research and
their policy content.
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II.

Economic Issues in the Study of Migration

Migration as a Supply Response of Labor
Migration has been variously analyzed as a long-term human capital
investment (Sjaastad, 1962), as a selective response of more energetic
and adaptable individuals to the changing distribution of economic
activity (Kuznets, 1964), and as the swmnation of presumably asymmetric
"push and pull" factors associated with the individual and his environ
ment (Lee, 1966).

All of these approaches posit an individual moving

to where his future appears most attractive, or more formally, to
where he maximizes the present (discounted) value of future streams
of benefits minus costs (opportunity, direct and psychic), subject to
his limited knowledge of the world and his preferences.

This general,

and somewhat tautological, characterization of migration nonetheless
neglects the dynamic and simultaneous aspects of this process that are
not treated here.
Only the individual's labor supply response is considered; condi
tions in all locations are taken as given in interpreting the individ
ual's selection of an "optimal" move.

But as aggregate regional supplies

of labor respond over time to differences in economic and social condi
tions, migration alters these conditions. To disentangle the dynamics
of migration some have examined initial period labor market
conditions as determining subsequent migration. But a puzzle
of modern economic growth, at least in the early stages of
development, is the persistence over relatively long periods of migra- tory patterns and presumably also the conditions that elicited these
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patterns.* Rankings of regions by economic conditions are, therefore,
very similar from decade to decade, and little added insight into
causality is obtained by time-ordering .aggregate explanatory and deoendent
variables. Clearly, a dynamic general equilibrium model of the develop
ment process is called for to make sense of the determinants and conse
quences of a time series on migration, in particular, and factor
mobility, in general.

But models of factor mobility have not yet

reached a stage where they are particularly helpful in interpreting
data on migration, either at an aggregate or individual level.

There

fore, the static, partial equilibrium approach is adopted here, that
unfortunately neglects the spacially distinct determinants of the
derived demand for labor and the interactions over time amon~
interregional demands and supplies of labor.

In this regard, the

current framework has the limitations of much of the human capital
literature that treats individual behavior as a response to predeter
mined wage differentials, relative prices, and nonearned income.

*The persistence of regional factor price differentials might be
explained by exogenous shifts in regional demands for labor that are
persistent through time, or by some unorthodox mechanism by which immi
grants enhance factor productivity maintaining differential opportuni
ties for labor rather than closing them. This latter explanation would
be consistent with Kuznets' conjecture that migrants may raise the
average product of labor, because of their selectivity and adaptability

(1964, xxxi+.)
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Market Returns to Migration
Since migration requires resources and time to realize a new set
of employment and consumption opportunities, it can be treated as an
investment opportunity.

For ranking and choosing among investments, it

is appealing to summarize the associated costs and benefits over time as
an internal rate of return or present (discounted) value. Well-known
problems of thus ranking physical capital investments are at least as
severe when these swmnary measures are turned to human capital inves~ments, particularly migration.* Whatever swmnary measure of gain or
return is associated with migration, it will unavoidably be a very
partial measure of the expected psychic, pecuniary and opportunity
costs and benefits, appropriately adjusted for risk.**

*The gestation period of a human capital investment can be a
crucial feature in its attractiveness, and yet plays no distinct role
in the above summary measures. The importance of time phasing of
inputs and outputs can be attributed to imperfections in the human
capital market that largely necessitate self financing, and the inabili
ty of investors to diversify commitments to reduce risk, since only
one choice of migration destination can be pursued at a time. These
features of migration help to explain the prevalence of "stepwise"
patterns of migration noted since the Industrial Revolution (Raven
stein, 1885), widespread networks of relatives and extended family
that facilitate and mobilize capital for migration in some societies,
and the relative infrequency of return migration where substantial
costs of relocation and job search are incurred initially by migrants.
**Risk

is a dominant element in the migration decision, for which
measures are imperfect and possibly misleading. There is not only the
risk of pecuniary failure, that would weaken the incentive to any
investor,there is also the uncertainty of how fundamental changes in
the migrant's mode of life and opportunities will change his values and
family attachments. Both risks might restrict a youthful migrant's
access to family savings, though I suspect the altruistic obligations
that characterize the family assure that the extended family is the
primary source of monetized investment funds used in migration. Changes
in lifestyle might reasonably be disquieting to the migrant's elders, but
the ability to bequeath these locational "benefits" to heirs makes
migration unusual as a clear source of intergeneration al externalities.
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Relative or Absolute Differences in Earnings
Economic lo~ic

does not indicate whether migration is likely

to respond to the difference or to the ratio of earnings.

It is simple

to show, however, that this specification choice could depend on whether
direct costs or opportunity costs of time are the primary deterrent to
migration (DaVanzo, 1972).

Neglecting consumption benefits from migra

tion, the present value of migrating from region i to j can be expressed:

(1)

where Wjt and Wit are the earnings opportunities available to the
potential migrant in period tin region j and i, respectively, n is
the retirement age minus the migrant's current age, r is a constant
discount rate, and Cij' Pij and Tij are the direct, psychic, and time
costs, respectively, of migrating from i to j, all of which are assumed
to be incurred in the initial period.

Time costs are valued, in this

example, at the initial period origin wage.
For simplicity assume that regional wages do not vary over time
and working ages, t=l, ••• n; the internal rate of return, r*, is then the
discount rate that equalizes the present value of current costs and
annuity benefits.
(2)

If we abstract from the finiteness of the working life, and let n
approach~, then
(3)
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Assume first that migration costs are only opportunity costs of foregone earnings during the period of relocation and job search, Cij = Pij = O,

(4)

and the migration function might have as its arguments the ratio of
wages minus one, and the reciprocal of the time tn1.its foregone by

migration.
Alternatively, if direct and psychic costs are the only costs of
migration, and they were tn1.related to origin or destination wages,
i,e., Tij•O, then the difference in wages might be an argument in
the migration decision function with the reciprocal of the direct costs:
(5)

Regardless, the internal rate of return is expressed as a product
of the arguments representing the cost and benefit components; actual
specifications of these terms would, of course, depend on the nature
of available data, but the multiplicative form indicates the logarith
mic specification of the Z's would have some basis in theory, and
inclination

my

is to view the time costs of migration and job search

as the dominant constraint on migration.
Migration costs are usually approximated by the distance
from i to j, which leaves much to be desired.

And though direct costs,

Cij and Pij' may be a well behaved monotonic function of distance,
the link to opportunity costs, Tijwil' is unclear.

To approximate

regional differences in Tij one needs added information on job tum
over and an explicit model of how jobs are allocated.
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Private Internal Rates of Return to Migration
In contrast with the literature estimating earnings functions
(Mincer, 1974), estimates of the parameters of migration functions
do not translate, even approximately, into the internal rate
of return to migration.

But at a more descriptive level I propose

that the relative standard deviation (of the logarithms) of wages
across regions be considered as an indication of the average magnitude of gains available to migrants in terms of time costs. * Table I
presents comparative statistics on male wages and migration across
regions of Venezuela. **

As in many other settings, migration is

observed to increase with educational attainment.

In contrast with

the tendency for interpersonal relative variation in wages to
increase with educational attainment, *** the interregional relative
(logarthmic) variation in wages generally diminishes with educational
attainment, as seen in Venezuela.

Males with some primary schooling

in Venezuela report in 1961 an interregional relative variation in
wages of .22.

With a log normal distribution of regional wages, a

representative potential migrant residing in a state with the geemetric
mean level of wages would find about 16 percent of the alternative regions
(i.e., greater than one standard deviation above the mean) offering him
a wage at least 22 percent greater than that which he currently
receives.

For males with some secondary schooling, a similar fraction

*Many additional productive attributes of a labor force might differ
across regions and explain interregional earnings differentials. Figures
for women in Venezuela (Schultz,1976) and for men in the U.S. (Davanzo,
1972; Schwartz, 1972) evidence the same pattern.

**Figures

for women in Venezuala (Schultz, 1976) and for men in U.S.
(Davanzo , ·1972) evidence the same pattern.

*** For the U.S. see Mincer (1974) and Schultz (1971). Evidence from
other countries is widely scattered with some exceptions being found with
in narrow advanced ·specialities, for example, in Netherlands. But
across general educational classes with no less than five years working
experience, the tendency for relative variance to increase with education
seems common.
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Table 1.
Level s and Varia tion in Male Wage and Lifeti me
Migra tion Rates in Venez uela in 1961 among
Coter minou s State s

Arith metic

Logar ithmi c

Means

Stand ard

Means

S~and ard
Devi ation

No Schoo ling
Some__ Prima ry

368

s;s4

.345

6.30

• 220

Sor.i.e Secon dary
Some_lligher

1629
6119

145
118
201

7.39

· • 1,20

530

8. 71

.096

Monthly Avera ge
!1age Rates

558

Devia .tion

gf_et: ime Aver~ ge
Ml.grn ti.on Rates

-1.43
... 808

1.74
1.48

8. 62

-.083
.140

4.38

.082

4.24

• 121

No Schoo ling

1. 03

2. 26

Some. Prima ry
Some Secon dary

1.61

3. 39

3.03

6.57

Some Highe r

4.04

1. 56

1.57

~onm lsra tion R~tcs

No Schoo ling

80.4

6.63

Some Pr:f.rnory

69,7

8. 51

,.

rI
_,::,-

(~

Sotnc Secon dary

42.4

12. 3

3.71

• 276

Some Highe r

23. 7

15.4

2. 97

• 590

Source: Schu ltz; 1976

tnblc 4.

;?:
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of alternative regions would present him with at least a 12 percent gain,
and for those with some higher education, a comparably common gain would
be less than 10 percent.

If the time costs needed to obtain these

destination average earnings streams were equivalent to one year, these

*·
percentage gains would also approximate internal market rates of return.
*One might expect that regions with very different wages would also
tend to be separated by greater distances, or have other countervailing
factors responsible for some portion of the wage gap. Another approach to
estimating internal rates of return from wage relatives might be to seek
to explain this relative variation, and regard the standard deviation of
the residual in such a model as a measure of unexplained regional variation
taat might warrant interregional migration. The residual in such.. a wage
model might then be entered as an argument in a migration decision function.
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Figure l plots by education these observations on Venezuelan male
migration rates, mij' against my proxy for the level of returns to
migration, o (ln wj), namely, the standard deviation in the logarithm of wages
across regions.

It is not now possible to interpret this direct relation

ship as evidence of a structural relation that an individual or group
would confront, because of the difficulty of identifying the underlying supply and demand schedules.

Migration is analogous to schooling

in this respect, where it has been noted that marginal returns decline in a
cross section with increased levels of education (Becker, 1975, Rosen, 1975).The
observed locus, however, involves both individual and group differences
in the supplies of funds for investment in schooling or migration,
and differences in schooling or migration opportunities (or the demands)
for individual and group skills.

It seems probable that both the supply

of resources and efficiency of and opportunity for migration differ
across educational classes, and thus both structural factors have a hand
in the reduced form empirical relationship plotted in Figure 1.
Migration research has not yet distinguished between these alternative
hypotheses, though their implications for policy are quite different. *

* Consider the extreme of perfect migration capital markets where
persons all have access to the same supply schedule of investable funds.
Then, the pattern in Figure 1 could be explained by a tendency for the
better educated to be more productive in migration (in schooling) in ways
not accounted for by my proxy for the returns to migration. For example,
lower opportunity costs might be incurred by the better educated if they
lose less time in 100vement and job search, or if neglected nonpecuniary
or cultural gains from migration are relatively 100re important to better
educated. No policy rationale would exist, therefore, to narrow the
difference in measured returns to migration across education classes.
At the other extreme, consider the possibility that the opportunities
for migration, or the demand schedule, is identical for all educational
groups, and variation in the supply of resources to invest in migration
by education group determined the locus of observations in Figure 1. In
this instance, differences across educational groups could be viewed as
tracing out a common migration investment schedule, in which the increased
frequency of migration by the better educated drives down their marginal returns to further migration. According;to these assumptions, society
might wish to help the less educated avail themselves of high return
migration opportunities and thereby reduce interregional and interpersonal
income inequality.
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Labor Markets and the Tradeoff between Employment and Wage Rates
Distortions in factor prices contribute to costly misalloca
tion of resources in many countries; there is no reason to think that
Venezuela is an exception. * The most frequently stressed factor market
distortion is the underpricing of foreign exchange and capital imports
that deters a country from exploiting its real international compara
tive advantage.

Conversely, dual labor markets are thought to have

counterproductive effects on both the efficient utilization of labor and
the equitable distribution of income among persons.

Yet in this latter

case there is scant empirical evidence on such distortions, and in parti
cular few studies on how these distortions might affect internal migra
tion.

This is all the more peculiar since models of development empha

size differences in the functioning of labor factor markets and for this
reason prescribe notably different policies with respect to employment expansion and rural-urban development priorities (Todaro, 1969).

Thus,

in specifying and interpreting estimates of a model of internal migration,
an important policy objective is to appraise labor market distortions
that might create a divergence between privately and socially optimal
levels and patterns of internal migration.

*For

example, from 1960 to 1964 Venezuela maintained a 25% subsidized exchange rate for the importation of machinery and heavy capital
equipment, a period of recession and substantial unemployment. Childers,
1974, p. 31.
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The salience of urban unemployment led some to doubt that
migration was an adequate response to regional variation in employment
opportunities.

Todaro(l969) and Harris and Todaro(l970) interpret

urban unemployment as a market clearing "price" between sectors in
a low income country in which urban wages are institutionally maintained in excess of their market equilibrium level.

*- Rural-urban

migration occurs, in the Harris-Todaro (HT) model, until unemploy
ment reaches a level at which appropriately discounted "expected"
lifetime earnings are equal in urban and rural sectors.

The policy

significance of the HT formulation is that it admits to the possibil
ity that added urban employment could reduce social_product; the
opportunity cost of attracting labor from agriculture might exceed

** given the attendant increment
the social product of the new urban job,
to urban unemployment.

This crucial result hinges on the responsive

ness of migration and the difference between labor's marginal product in the two sectors.

In contrast,· traditional models of dualism

and development assume that "unlimited supplies of labor" are forth
coming from agriculture at little or no opportunity cost, and
consequently, expansion of urban employment is necessarily socially
productive.

)l;()ther explanations have been offered for urban-rural wage differences. Some
stress the family organization of production in peasant agriculture which tends
to reward the individual on the basis of labor's average product, when the
marginal (social) product is less (Sen, 1975, Chap. 6). Others emphasize the
need of modern urban firms to reduce turnover and encourage firm specific job
training (Stiglitz, 1972). Finally, appeal can be made to differences in tastes
f6r rural and urban livelihoods, and of course, differences in the cost of living

*

The lIT model can be generalized in a number of directions, for example, to
the case ~;here capital is also mobile between sectors. For a lucid presentation
of the framework and its implications for policy see Corden and Findlay (1975).
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In the HT model-, it is assumed that potential migrants behave

as

though they maximized their expected earnings, defined as the product of their
expected wage rate, and their perceived probability of finding employment,
expressed over time and discounted to present values.

In determining who gets

the available urban jobs, Hr assume that all job seekers have an equal chance,
and consequently, expected employment in each period is one minus the average
unemployment probability.

Stiglitz (1972) shows that the same expression holds

for the expected urban wage in the absence of urban growth for either the
queuing model, in which individuals are hired in the order of urban arrival,
or the random selection-poisson model, in which individuals are hired
irrespected of their arrival times.

In empirically estimating a migration function in which explanatory
variables are expressed in logarithmic form, the expected earnings hypothesis
suggests that the coefficients on the logarithm of the wage rate and employment
rate are identical. * This is, of course, a severe empirical test of the HT
formulation, but relevance of the model or the adequacy of the data may be
questioned if the destination employment rate coefficient is not positively
and significantly associated with migration (Schultz, 1976).

* This

formulation neglects important information on the period of job turnover
more satisfactory
or the duration of unemployment. ·such data would permit
jobs are allocated
which
in
testing of alternative models of the labor market
randomly allocated
were
over time in a specific manner. Clearly, if ~nployment
each day regardless of arrival in the labor market, the expected income
maximization exercise would seem reasonable. If the reallocation of employment
occurred at yearly intervals, the risk of being unable to achieve a smooth
consumption stream without large wealth holdings provides a rationale for risk
averse behavior that might assign greater weight to the employment probability
(and duration of unemployment) than to the expected wage rate when employed.
In the Venezuelan Census there are, unfortunately, no tabulations on duration
of unemployment by the appropriate categories. For a new treatment of labor
market turnover and unemployment as they might affect migration, see Fields and
Hosek, 1975.
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Asymmetry of 0rigin.and l)estination Conditions.
Additional considerations suggest that the treatment of employment
conditions in origin and destination regions may be asy11111etric.

Just as

the potential migrant may anticipate that he would e~counter more than the
average unemployment rate at destination, as a new arrival in the city, he may
equally well discount origin unemployment, given his established contacts and
family ties.

Consequently, origin employment coefficients would tend to be

distinctly smaller than destination employment coefficients.

This appears to

be implicit in the HT formulation where rural employment probabilities are
ignored or assumed equal to one.
As an illiquid investment in the productivity of the human agent,
migration is undoubtedly constrained by imperfection in capital markets.
The income or wealth of the potential migrant or his family is likely to
augment his supply of investable funds, and contribute to lowering the return
he requires

to migrate.

This investable-funds effect may be captured by origin

wages which would offset, to some degree, the origin wage's restraining effect on
outmigration.

Origin wage variables may be expected to receive, therefore, a

somewhat smaller (negative) coefficient in absolute value than will the
destination wage (positive). *
Another common characterization of migration involves the selectivity
with which migrants are drawn from their origin population.

Lee (1966) concludes

that when the opportunities of the destination region fuel the migration process,
migrants are positively selected, which could imply for our purposes that better
~ This argument is elaborated by Davanzo (1972) and tested against US
interdi~isional gross migration flows. Greenwood (1971b, p. 259) found
origin income effects were even positive on Indian migration to cities.
expect to find in Venezuela that the capital market constraint would be
frequently binding in the case of the migration of the least educated.
the ratio of destination to origin wage coefficients should be greatest
group.

rural
I would
most
Therefor~
for this
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educated migrants should be relatively more responsive to destination variables.
Conversely, when deterioration in origin conditions stimulates outmigration, a
negative selectivity arises according to Lee, which suggests relatively greater
weight should be associated with origin conditions in the migration of less
educated groups.

To my knowledge this interpretation of the selectivity hypothe

sis has not been directly documented; testing for the asymmetry of origin and
destination labor market effects by education level is a start, though it does
not do justice to the subtle dynamic considerations that may be important in
Lee's interpretation of historical evidence.
Urban-Rural Sectors
Urban and rural subsectors of regions should be analyzed separately, for
the commensurate measurement of employment and .real wage rates across the
sectors is hardly possible at this time.

Employment levels are reportedly high

in rural-agricultural regions, and low in urban-industrial regions. * Yet it is
commonly assumed that the majority of self-employed workers in agriculture are
less fully employed throughout the year than such unrefined census data indicate
(Turnham, 1971).

On

the other hand, the greater frequency of unmonetized payments

in kind (See Venezuelan Census) and lower prices of food and housing in the
rural sector understate real rural wage rates in comparison with urban.

Lacking

data on Venezuelan migration and wages by urban and rural sectors, the share
of a region's population resident in towns of more than 2500 inhabitants is
included to control partially for all of the enumerated problems in measurement
and omission of variables, as well as the possibility that attributes of urban
(or rural) living may in themselves attract (or repel) a potential migrant.
*1961 was a year of recession in Venezuela, with unemployment reaching 13
percent of the labor force or twice the level recorded in 1950 and again in
1969. Yet in agriculture the unemployment rate was about a third of the_
national average, and in construction and unspecified (largely urban)
activities it was twice the average (Childers, 1974, p. 10).
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Distances
A traditional proxy for migration costs--psychic, pecuniary and
opportunity--is the road distance between the capitals of two states, D..•
l.J

Clearly, this distance variable is a surrogate for much more than the transportation costs of migration.

For example, the cost of information is likely

to increase, and hence the associated risk and uncertainty of
migration would increase, with distance.
also

Cultural and language barriers may

be more difficult to overcome as distances mount.

One implication of

this interpretation of the distance effect is that better educated persons
should have a comparative advantage in longer distance moves, being more
adept at obtaining and evaluating information on distant job opportunities
(Lee, 1970).

Cultural differences may also represent less of a hinderance

to migration among the better educated, but firm evidence on this score is
scarce.

If one is willing to view· the wage ratio as an indicator of the

rate of return to migration net 0£ opportunity costs of time, the distance
variable represents only the remaining pecuniary and psychic cost of migration.
School Enrollment Rates and Educational Attainment
Stratification of the migrant population by sex and educatio~al
attainment is e~sential to quantify the diverse effects of schooling on
migratory behavior and to explicitly reco·gnize the heterogeneity of the labor
force and population.

In addition, educational opportunities of a location

are often reported by migrants as an important reason for moving, either for
their own access to improved schools or for their children's access (Nelson,
1970).

Consequently, the primary school enrollment rate for children between

the ages of 7 and 14, S, is considered as a measure of the availability in a.
region's provision of public services.
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The Rate of Natural Population Increase
One potentially important determinant of migration that is exogenous
from the individual's point of view but may be somewhat ameanable to social policy is
the difference between regional birth and death rates.

Regional differences

in this rate of natural increase of the population stimulate migration to the
extent that these differences do not correspond with regional employment growth.
Population growth has often been greater in rural areas than in urban areas,
and these rural areas have also frequently experienced slcwer growth in derived
demands for labor.

Consequently, both supply and demand shifts have reinforced

disequilibrium among labor markets stimulating internal migration.

The partial

equilibrium framework adopted in this study interpretes employment conditions
as motivating individuals to migrat~, but does not attempt to determine how
these conditions were produced by shifts in regional derived demands for labor

and regional differences in natural increase in supplies of labor.

Kuznets in

his introductory essay to Population Redistribution and Economic Growth, U.S.
1870-1950, concludes that "the effects of population increase are far·less
important than those of structural changes in the economy's prC>ductive system"
(1964, xxv).

But in understanding contemporary migration in developing countries,

regional differences in population increase may no longet be secondary to changes

in the structure of production (Schultz, 1969).

Though the Venezuelan data are

less than ideal to examine this issue, a cursory analysis is attempted.
The age structure of a closed population conveys much information
about the rate of natural increase of the -population, and even its constituent
parts,namely birth and death rates.

But in open regional populations, subjec~

to substantial net migration, rates of natural increase and vital rates may
not be inferred with great confidence from Census data alone, such as are
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availa ble from Venezu ela.

"Since most migrat ion occurs among youth, a first

to
a~prox imation for the· potent ial growth in labor supply that is likely
increa se

migrat ion, other things being equalj is the propor tion of the

popula tion enterin g the adoles cent stage in the life cycle.

Clearly , this

its
propor tion cannot be measure d.£?!. post in 1961, after migrat ion has taken
ting
toll, but may be better approx imated .£?!.~ in the 1950 Census by restric
most
attenti on to the child popula tion that has not yet r:?\ached the age of
freque nt outmig ration.
The proxy used here for the natura l rate of increas e is the percen tage
1950
of a region 's popula tion that is less than age ten as reporte d in the
Census , denoted by G.

As the child death rate fell in Venezu ela this

variab le increas ed by one-fi fth, from 28.1 percen t in 1936 to 30.5
nces
in 1950 to 33.8 in 1961. It is assumed in this study that region al differe
of
in vital rates during the 1940's are exogeno us to the subseq uent pattern
econom ic develop ment. * The natura l rate of increas e in a region 's labor
equal.
force is, therefo re, expecte d to deter immigr ation, other things being

*To the extent that fertili ty increas ed or child mortal ity decreas ed

in Malthu sian fashion as region al employment conditi ons improv ed, one might
expect to find an endoge nous direct relatio nship betwee n popula tion growth
and conditi ons attract ing migran ts into a region. Inclusi on of this supply
of
shift in a model of migrat ion may reduce the estima ted partia l effects
lves
themse
are
they
that
extent
the
to
ions,
employment and wage condit
of
influen ced by the region al distrib ution of popula tion growth , exclusi ve
migrat ion.

Empirical Specification of an Aggregate Migration Model for Venezuela
The Venezuelan data impose simplifications and empirical compro
mises, some of which have already been discussed.

Both the limitations

of the dependent variable and the ambiguous meaning of regional popula-.
tion size require discussion.

The dependent variable is an estimate of

the probability of migration from region i to region j, Pij' or its
aggregate counterpart, the gross migration rate.

The denominator

in this rate is the number of persons of the specific sex and education
group, over seven years of age (in 1961), born in the i th state and
enumerated in the universe of 20 coterminous Venezuelan states.

The

numerator is the number of that specific population who are resident
in the j

th

state in 1961.

This lifetime measure of migration has many undesirable proper
ties (Elizaga, 1965); it can be replaced, however, by an annual (last
year) migration rate from the 1961 Venezuelan Census only if the educa
tional breakdown is sacrificed.

The prolonged period over which

gross migration is measured neglects differential mortality among
.migrant groups and those that have moved repeatedly, possibly ending
up in 1961 outside of the country.

Also, birthplace may not be a

place of permanent residence, particularly where large municipal
hospitals provide maternity services, as in Caracas, for a dispersed
population.

These measurement errors are probably less serious

than the loss of precision in the time dimension.

In particular,

employment and wage conditions in 1961 may not measure satisfactorily
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the conditions influencing migration over the prior two decades. *
Associations between the population size of regions and gross
migration rates to or from that region are difficult to interpret
as evidence on any structural equation because of measurement error
and 011itted variable bias.

In the first case, many "gravity"

studies account for past migration in terms of current population
size variables.

Since migrants are counted in current destination

populations and excluded from current origin populations, a positive
and negative definitional correlation (bias) is introduced that
disto•ts any time ordered association between migration and population
size variables. ** This bias is particularly serious when migration is
measured over long periods, as here a lifetime, and in settings
where migration flows are predominantly in one direction. *** By
redefining population size variables~ ante, as the number of persons
born in the region, this definitional bias can be removed, but there
remains another, more subtle, bias that arises from the persistence
of interregional patterns of development and population growth.

* Some comfort, however, can be drawn from the high correlation between
Venezuelan one-year and lifetime migration rates by sex (for all education
groups combined). Indeed, when gravity models of migration are estimated
using annual and lifetime migration rates, parameter estimates are similar
(Levy and Wadycki, 1972a; also for India, Greenwood, 1971a). Substituting
Venezuelan employment rates from the 1950 census into the models used here
did not change notably the results. Wage information is not available before
1961, however, which precluded a uniform shift of all variables to the earlier
period.
This would appear to be the procedure followed by Beals, et. al. 1967;
Greenwood, 1969b, 1971; Levy and Wadycky 1972a, 1974b; and Sahota, 1968, among
others.
'k-k

**

Migration is called "efficient" if the net migration flow from one point
to another is large relative to the sum of the gross migration flows occuring
in poth directions. In low income countries, migration tends to be more
efficient (unidirectional), particularly among the less educated. See related
discussions by Lee, 1970; Sjaastad, 1962, Schwartz, 1971.
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Frequently populous regions are so populated because they contain
ed early centers of commerce, industrialization, and urbanization, and
subsequently attracted a net inflow of migrants.

When one observes

migrants continuing to gravitate toward more populous regions, at least
in most low income countries today, this may not be due to the larger
number of persons in the destination regions, as implied by the gravity
model, but only a persisting reflection of the omitted or imperfectly measured variables that continue to influence migration. * The
populous regions once had the prerequisites to amass a large popula
tion, and these advantages appear to be eroded slowly, if at all,
by the development process.

Caution must be exercised, therefore, in

interpreting the coefficient on population size variables for it may
reflect a "size effect" or the effect of many omitted regionally
persistent variables.

An improved dynamic approach to migration

flows overtime and across regions might disentangle this ambiguity. **
*In several studies the prior stock of migrants has been considered as a
determinant of current migration, using single equation estimation techniques.
The effect of this variable is rationalized in terms of information flows or the
effects of friends and family on migrant destination choice. But in this case,
even more clearly than with population size variables, the prior migrant stock
is an endogenous variable, and by not treating it with simultaneous equation
techniques, the migration equation is seriously biased. Not surprisingly, the
prior migrant stock explains very well current migration flows, in both the US
and Venezuela.
See Greenwood,, 1969a and Levy and Wadycki, 1973.

**

One way to test this hypothesis concerning tle appropriate interpre
tation of destination population size'effects is to pool a time series of
cross-sections on interregional migration. The disturbance in the estimated
migration equation could then be partitioned into a region specific and random
component using the procedure first proposed by Balestra and Nerlove {1966).
My expectation is that this more appropriate dynamic estimation approach
would "wash out" the effect of both destination and origin population size
variables. It would also, in all likelihood, reduce the magnitude of
coefficients on other variables that are highly serially correlated overtime
in the cross section. See Schultz, 1973.
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In the case of Venezuela, the regional configurati_on of growth
in the demand for labor appears to have changed in the 1930's. * The
native born population variable, B, (born before 1954) which is used
in this study reflects to a great degree the population distribution
before the contemporary regional pattern of Venezuelan development
took hold of the econoay after the Second World War.

The case can

be made, therefore, that the Venezuelan population size variable
does not serve as a proxy for relevant employment conditions, but
rather reflects the advantages that accrue to those seeking employment
in what were larger (or smaller) sized labor market as of about 1940.
It is my expectation that this scale of market effect would be valued
most highly by skilled and technically specialized workers.

.

*For example, Morse (1971 p. 40) cites evidence that the proportion
of the Venezuelan population living in the metropolitan Caracas area fell from
6.5% in 1825 to 3.9% in 1881 and rose to only 4.8% by 1920. By 1941 the
petroleum and mineral exploitation boom had begun, initiating the current
regional configuration of growing and declining employment opportunities.
By 1941 9.2% of the Venezuelan population resided in the Caracas metropolitan
area, and by 1961 the figure had reached 17. 8%.
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III.

A Statistical Model:
My

The Conditional Logit

objective is to specify a set of relationships that describe

how the mutually exclusive and exhaustive probabilities of locational
choice, including the outcome of not migrating, might depend on a
set of conditioning variables.

One model for such a phenomena is

the logistic model as applied in bioassay for a number of years
(Mantel, 1966; Cox, 1970) and more recently in economics (McFadden,

1968; Theil, 1969; Nerlove and Press, 1973).

In particular the

application of Domencich and McFadden (1975) to the study of consumer
choice among urban transportation modes is analogous to the problem
They provide a rigorous basis for considering individ

analyzed here.

ual choice among discrete alternatives within the traditional frame
work of economic rationality and utility maximization.

Differences

among individuals in tastes or utility functions are posited in a
stochastic form, providing ana~®ometric link Between observed'.
discrete choices individuals make and attributes of the alternatives
and observa.!ile traits of individual decisionmaker.
An individual is confronted with n alternative locations in which

to reside, including his origin location (e.g. birthplace) denoted by
The probability that he resides in location j in a

subscript i.

specific time period is assumed to depend on a vector of weighted
personal and regional characteristics , Zij.
e

zij

(3)

(i,j = 1, ••• ,z)

r e~

n

j•l
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where for each region of origin, probabilities sum to one:
n

1 =

I

pij

(i•l, ••• ,z)

(4)

j=l
The ratio of any two probabilities implied by this specification is
independent of the characteristics of other (hence, irrelevant)
locations.

Though this lack of differential substitutability or

complementarity between alternatives may be a shortcoming of the
polytomous logistic model, this functional specification provides
a flexible.and symmetric way to treat multiple choice situations
and implies a plausible, if not ideal, characterization of the deter
mination of interregional migration. *

* For example, one suspects that changes in employment opportunities
in Baltimore influence the relative numbers of persons from Philadel
phia migrating to Washington, D.C. as opposed to New York City. The
cross substitution effect of conditions in Baltimore is probably great
er on the Washington iinflow of migrants than on the inflow to New
York City. On the other hand, changes in opportunities in Seattle
might leave these specific flows relatively unchanged as assumed in
the logit formulation. More generally, how the spacial organization
of locations or the geographic spread of information about locations
affects patterns of migration is frequently discussed in the literature
buti·has not yet been resolved in a convincing and empirically tractable
way. Levy and Wadycki (1974a)recently attempted, in the context of a
gravity model of migration, to operationalize Stouffer's (1940)
concept of "intervening opportunities" as a determinant of interregion
al migration. In most low income countries there are relatively few
urban centers of growth. Complex heterogeneous interregional migra
tion flows with substantial cross substitution effects may be less of
a problem, therefore, for the study of migration in low income countries.
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A possible specification of Zij would be a linear function in
natural logarithms * of (i) the pertinent characteristics of the origin
and destination regions, Xi and Xj, (ii) the average distance between
persons in the two regions, Dij' and (iii) individual traits associated
with susceptability to migration, Yi.

Where theoretical guidance on

scaling of Y's is limited and the effect of a trait, such as education,
is thought to operate in conjunction with the X's and Dij' stratification
of the population according to these invarient traits is a promising
research strategy (Schultz, 1976).

Response parameters across groups

defined by such variables as age, sex, and educational attainment
may then be tested for equality and reaggregated where parameter
differences are negligible.

K

K
~kln~i + ykln~j
k=l
k=l

=a+

l

+ olnDij

l

(5)

(i,j = l, ••• ,z)

where a;c5 and>.k, yk for k=l, ••• ,K are the 2K + 2 parameters of the
migration probability function for each strata of the population.

Before

exploring restrictions to reduce the number of independent parameters,

*

The logarithmic form of Zi. is preferred for several reasons.
First, the expected wage hypotheJis later tested posits multiplicative
interaction betwe~n wage rates and employment rates which is readily
translated into parameter restrictions on the logarithmic variables.
Second, if opportunity costs are the major costs of migration, the
ratio of expected incomes in two regions approximates the return to
migration between these regions (Davanzo, 1972). Third, the empirical
literature on migration has generally fit double log linear equations
permitting more nearly direct comparisons. Finally, the logarithmic
form of Zi. explained more of the variance than other forms I tried,
such as a iinear form.
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structural differences require considerati on that might distinguish
the processes determining whether a potential migrant leaves his
origin location, and if he does migrate, whither he relocates. *
This "uniform" specificatio n of locational choice as a single
integrated decision process provides a reasonable framework for
considering migration probabiliti es, Pij' where i ; j, but does not
address potential complicatio ns that might arise in the case of non
migration, namely Pii' because of discontinuo us costs of relocation.
Th.e.e is also

a problem of measuremen t.

If all regions contain

the same area and populations , the nonmigrant probabiliti es might be
treated simply as an adding up constraint, implied by equation (4).
But if regions differ in size, relatively larger ones would encompass a
relatively larger share of all changes in residence within their own
boundaries, augmenting the frequency of measured nonmigratio n.

One

.anticipate s, therefore, that origin area or initial origin population
would be positively correlated with measured nonmigratio n, other things
being equal. ** As noted earlier, the size of an administrat ive region
is also often correl~ted with unobserved socioeconom ic determinant s of
migration.

Thus, both omitted variable and measurement bias is likely

to cloud any interpretat ion attaching to the origin population coefficient .

'* By analogy, studies of labor supply often treat in an integrated
statistical framework the determinant s of labor force entry and hours
of work decisions by means of estimating parameters to a censored linear
normal model (Schultz, 1975).
** To control for the origin region size effect on nonmigratio n, a
proxy is defined for the average distance between persons in a region.
Assuming regions circular and population uniformly distributed , the
square root of the area in square kilometers divided by 2w is intro
duced into the migration equation to explain nonmigratio n probabiliti es,
i.e. to explain P ii·.
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The "two stage" view of migration might be interpreted as violating
the logit specification by assuming that some or all response parameters
in the prQcess determi~ing nonmigration are distinct, indicated bv asterisk:

(6)

(i"" l, ... ,z)

whereas the Zij for i

+j

are still determined according to equation (5).

Another more readily adopted mo~ification to the migration model might be
called the "symmetry hypothesis", in which origin

and destination conditions are

thought to exert equal but opposite effects (elasticities) on the ratio of
probabilities of migration, namely Ak = -yk.

It follows then that Zij

linearly depends on the ratio of origin to destination conditions: *
(7)

k

zij • ~ + IAkR.~(~j /~i) + oln Dij'
k=l

(i,j = l, ••• ,z; i

+ j)

* then,
* .-yk'
and if Ak
zii

·a·*

(i == l, ... ,z)

(8)

Clearly, certain factors may be symmetric and others not; such
possibilities can be tested as restrictions on the estimated parameters.
If the X's in (5) entered in arithmetic rather than logarithmic
form, the "symmetry hypothesis" would imply a differenced form of (7)

k

zij

.

= a+k!l).k (Xrj - ~i) + oR.nDij

(7;
(i,j = l, .•• ,z;i = j)
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Estimation
The uniform polytomous logistic model of migration, summarized
in equations (3), (4) and (5~ can be estimated by maximum likelihood
techniques based on individual or grouped data.

If the likelihood

function converges to a maximum'it has been shown to be unique
(McFadden 1968; Nerlove and Press, 1973).
Information on migration frequencies are also often tabulated
from large surveys or censuses.

Cells in which some, but not all,

persons at risk of migration move, and thus the expected migration
probability for these cells is greater than zero and less than one,
the polytomous logit model can be estimated by ordinary least squares
regression.

In order to impose then adding up constraints in equation

(4) it is convenient to express the migration probabiliti es as ratios.

I propose the convention of treating the nonmigrant probability , Pii'
as the normalizatio n factor.Taki ng logarithms of these probability
or odds ratios, one obtains the desired estimation equation that is
linear in parameters:
(i,j = 1, ..• ,z;i ~ j)

(9)

which becomes for the "uniform symmetric model":
(10)

Aggregate estimates of this form of the logit model provide no
direct information on a (no intercept) or S's (distinct origin and destin
ation effects), and implies a "symmetric"
destination conditions.

ratio treatment of origin and
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When the vector of parameters allocating migrants among destinations is allowed to differ from that determining nonmigration, a

II

cwo

step" hybrid migration model is implicitly being estimated:
(11)

K

+

l

yk ln ~j

(i,j = 1, •• ,z;i 'F j)

+ olnDij

k•l
A weak test of the hypothesis that migration should be treated
as two separate decisions--whether and whither to migrate---can be
inferred from estimates of equation (11).

If regression coefficients

of ln~i are of approximately equal absolute values, but opposite sign,
to the coefficients of l ~ j ' one can impose the restriction of symmetry,
replacing the origin and destination variables with their ratio as in
equation (10). However, F tests of coefficients equality (Fisher, 1971),

* , but only
would not actually test whether both A;k =:: Ak* and yk = yk
* = yk.
test whether (,\,k - Ak* - yk)

Also, the standard t test on the

intercept, _a - a* may be informative.

A negative intercept suggests

a tendency for nonmigration to occur more frequently than predicted by
the uniform model and vice versa.

The existence of such an "enertia"

(negative) or "wanderlust" effect (positive) is admittedly a highly in
dir~ct means for distinguishing between the "uniform" and "two-stage"
migration formulations, but it is beyond the scope of this paper to
consider more formal approaches to this topic.
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This brings us full circle to the convent. ional double logarith mic
estimati on equation (1) for gross migratio n rates that may be inter
preted in terms of the gravity model (2).

As the interva l of time

diminish es over which migratio n is measure d, Pii approach es unity, and
ln(Pij/P ii) approach es ln Pij.
Though the gravity model does not make explici t use of the informa 
tion containe d in the relative frequenc y of nonmigr ation, Pii' as does
the logit model, the similar ity in estimati on equation s (1) and (11) suggests to
me
that the double logarith mic equation will often imply reasonab le residua l
estimate s for Pii' just as the logit must.* With regard to the empiric al
specific ation of X's, the gravity model includes as paramet ers elastic i
ties with respect to origin and destina tion populat ions.

The ambiguo us

interpre tation of origin populati on coeffic ients was discusse d above,
and it is also difficu lt to derive from behavio ral assumpt ions why Nj
should be proport ional to Mij (Niederc orn and Bechdol t, 1969), though
it may be argued that skilled migrant s would favor larger ~abor markets
in which heteroge neous demands for speciali zed labor reduces employment
risks. **

*

2
The coeffici ent of determi nation (R)
is not immedia tely useful for
comparin g the fit of the logit and "gravity " models of migratio n, since
their depende nt variable s differ. The logit estimate s of equation (5)
can be readily conv2rte d into predicte d values for all P
and these
compared with then observed values. Similar ly, estimafJ. s of the gravity
model obtained from equation (1), and the implied estimate s for Pi'
i=l, ••• n, (though not necessa rily positive values) can be compare ! with
observed gross migratio n rates.

**Greenwood (1971b) even went so far as to assume that the elastic ity
of migratio n with respect to origin and destina tion populati on size was
minus and plus one, respect ively, and imposed this normali zation on the
migratio n flow to obtain his depende nt variable . Vanderkamp (1971)
divided the migratio n flow by the sum of origin and destina tion popula
tions. Most applica tions, however , estimate indepen dently the coeffic ient
on destina tion populati on size and general ly obtain positive elastic ities
of less than one (see for example , Beals, et. al., 1967; Levy and Wadycki ,
1972ab, 1974~)
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It should be clear, neverth eless, that given the various enumera ted
measurem ent problem s with regiona l pop~lati on units, and the omitted
variable bias inheren t in the dynamic aspect of migratio n, that a fool
proof scheme will not be devised easily to test the appropr iateness of
the "gravity " normali zation of migratio n, the constan t returns to scale
restrict ion,* or even the aggrega te conventi on of treating gross migratio n
rates as a consiste nt estimato r of underlyi ng individu al migratio n probab ilities.

*There are reasons to anticipa te that as the size of a region grows

relative to others, a point will be reached where the rate of outmigr ation
from the relative ly large region will diminish , and given the same incentiv es
to migrate , the rate of outmigr ation from a relative ly small region will
increase . But if all regiona l populati ons change by the same proporti on,
gross migratio n rates might be scale neutral. In this regard, the Cobb
Douglas specific ation for the gross migratio n function might be consider ed
where the paramet er restrict ion in equation (1) 61 = 1-6 2 is tested:

for which the gross migratio n rate is

m

ij

1-B 2

= Ni

Nj

e2

f(Z's).

IV. Aggregate·Evidence of Migration in Venezuela
Patterns of Net and Gross Migration in Venezuela
According to estimates by Chen (1968), the regional pattern
o f ~ migration in Venezuela changed relatively little from 1936-40 to 1961.
Net outflows persisted from seven states (See Figure 2 .) extending from the

,

Andes to the central coast (i.e. Tachira, Merida, Trujillo, Lara, Yaracuy,
Cojedes, and Falcrin) and from two states on the North East coast (Sucre and
Neuva Esparta).

Conversely, the major urban-industrial centers (Federal District

Caracas; Zuila-Maricaibo; Portugese-Guanare; and Anzoategui-Barcelona),
attracted steadily a net inflow of migrants in about equal numbers from the
other states of Venezuela and from abroad, with the metropolitan growth of
Caracas spilling over into neighboring states after 1941 (Miranda, Aragua,
and Carabobo).

The remaining states lost and gained popula~ion in various

periods, but some sustained substantial net outmigration recently (Monagas and
Apure).
In estimating a closed model of gross migration, that is, one

in which the gross rates for each origin population sum to one, one must
exclude persons born in the country who left by the time of enumeration and
immigrants born outside of the country who currently resided within it. Although
international innnigration has been an important source of urban labor force
growth in Venezuela in the 1940 1 s and 1950's, there is no way to include these
flows unless the origin populations from which they emigrated are also included,

which is impractical. *
Gross migration rates for 20 coterminous states of Venezuela

*To this, omitte4 11 rest of the world" sector, for data reasons I have
added the sparcely populated territories of the Amazon, Amacuro Delta, and
Federal Dependencies, as well as the island of Neuva Esparta. These omitted
areas of Venezuela contained less than two percent of the total population
enumerated in the Venezuelan 1961 Census.
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are reported in Table 1, by sex and by four educational attainment groups.
These rates are the proportions of the population born in the state over the
age of 7 that are enumerated in another state.

The stratificat ion of migration

by educational attainment appears promising, for within each sex group and in

every state, gross migration rates increase with educational attainment.
Differences by sex within an educational attainment group, however, do not
follow an obvious pattern.

In general, those states that have experienced

net imntlgration have somewhat lower gross (out) migration rates, as one might
expect, but the education specific rates are more complex; opportuniti es for
different educationa l-skill groups do not appear to have grown at a uniform
rate in all regions. Table 2 reports the difference between offsetting gros~ flows ~,hich
expresses the net inflow (positive) or outflow (negative) of migrants as a
percent of the population born in the region with a specific education.

These

net migration "rates" are not to bE; interpreted as a migration
"risk" or probability for any specific individual or group.
Interregion al Variation in Wages and Employment
It has been frequently noted in studies of migration that the better
educated appear to respond to interregion al differences in income more readily
than do less educated (Lee, 1970; Schwartz, 1971; Davanzo, 1972).

It was

observed earlier that the relative (logarthmic ) variation in wages and incomes
across regional labor markets tends to diminish with increasing educational
attainment.
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Jable 1

Percentage of Persons 7 Years and Older, Not Residing in 1961 in
Their State of Birth. by Sex and Educationa l Attainment :
The Sum of Gross Out-Mirgat ion

Yomen·

Men

~ State

No
Schooling

Some
Pri::iary

Soce
Secondary

Some
Higher

No
Schooling

Some
Prir.iary

Some
Secondarv

Soc:e
Higher

17.26

20.44

28.85

42.25

16.96

19.81

27.45

30.80

.02 Anzoategui

15.21

24.97

59.50

83.91

16.00

25.49

47.48

81.58

-03

Apure

17.86

32.31

77.85

95.17

20.43

35.18

73.23

97.80

04

Aragua

22.18

28.80

52.67

83.22

25.75

29.45

45.88

72.00

05

Barinas

13.21

23.03

67.81

86.27

16.14

26.15

62.27

92.54

06

BoU:var

13.34

22.81

58.95

81.78

16.52

27.55

56.28

80.97'

07

Carabobo

18.50

24.49

43.42

64.27

21.52

26.19

37.09

67.24

08 Cojedes
.,
09 Falcon

24.SO

39.28

62.23

87.59

30.20

40.54

56.56

100.00

29.34

37.20

56.69

79.35

27.80

30.46

I.I.. 11

59.59

10 Cuarico

17.06

30.00

60.21

82.70

20.96

32.39

47.76

93.55

11 Lara

26.70

30.51

46.26

70.76

24.76

26.19

34.25

71.10

12 Merida

- 19.57

36.04

65.57

74.51

23.20

37.73

sL14

66.80

13 Miranda

28.60

41.81

56.28

49.21

34.21

42.90

47.91

58.30

14 Monagas

18.72

34.63

63.67

85.90

22.03

34.97

50.21

90.70

16 Portuguesa

10.92

22.75

57.26

83.33

13.86

25.64

50.00

84.06

Sucre

23.50

41.15

69.47

86.57

25.00

39.36

56.03

89.46

.,
18 Tachira

16.82

29.95

62.35

_84.46

22.71

32.19

48.68

89.95

19 Trujillo

28.77

40.73

67.62

85.50

29.77

39.31

54.47

91.63

20 Yaracuy

29.41

43.14

12.11

91.09

34.46

44.06

50.07

87.23

5.25

9.78

29.92

42.13

4.86

9.32

27.29

48.p7

01

Federal District

.,

15 Uueva Esparta*

17

21 Zulia

*·~u~ Esparta, a small island of

89, /192 persons, is excluded from th-is study

for a variety of reasons, as arc the Amazon, Amacuro Delta and Federal Dependen t
1'crritor ics.

• J
I
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Table 2
-The Net Addition (or Reduction-) in Persons 7 Years and Older
Due to Migration, By Sex and Educational Attainment,
Expressed a~ a Percentage of Those Born in The State

Men
~ ~

01

Federal District

02 Anzoategui

'Women

No
Schooling

Some
Primary

Some
S econdary

64.04.·J

65.17

54.82

71.17

68.33

41.30

69.75

119.31

10.64

-20.18

-53.78

4.79

10.59

-11.22

-64.91

5.95

Some
Higher

No
Schooling

Some
Primary

Some
Some
Secondary Higher

03

Apure

-6.47

-65.07

-80.42

-6.84

-27.26

-66.58

-93.40

-11.20

04

Aragua

20.83

37.57

30.24

16.36

17.82

19.19

-15.00

16.45

05

Barinas

18.21

-35.52

-66.55

44.00

0.83

-42.10

-73.14

32.02

06

Bolivar

4.31

-37.47

--58.27

10.73

-7.10

-41.07

-72.12

-0.64

07

Carabobo

14.14

1.23

-17.36

14.89

4.73

-0.82

-26.44

12.97

08

Cojedes

-19.83

-36.01

-68.28

-4.51

-26.08

-36.21

-89.66

-14.92

09

Falcon

-32.33

-42.35

-59.58

-26.73

-25.74

-35.20

-50.61

-24.97

10

Guarico

-6.34

""'.32.28

-65.67

-2.75

-18.14

-31.40

-82.95

-8.74

-19.52

-18.18

-46.90

-20.79

-13.66

-8.56

-53.44

-18.56

-27.16

-32.05

4.05

-11.25

-29.30

-28.65

41.7

-16.63

13 Miranda

-5. 77

120.24

653.48

-11.80

7.24

186.68

423.76

-12.31

14

Monagas

-9.11

-42.03

-64.47

13.38

-13.58

-30.87

-84 •89

9.14

15

Nueva Esparta*

16

Portuguesa

0.62

-47.03

65.31

17.39

-7.63

-72 .47

46.48

17

Sucre

-37.73

-60.71

-77.86

-22.07

-36.60

-48.87

-85.41

23.51

18

Tachira

-24.72

-50.11

-76.05

-12.19

-27.32

-39.36

-41.89

-19.33

19

Trujillo

-35.26

-55.45

.:..76. 61

-25.69

-33.95

-41.86

-84.14

-27.22

20

Yaracuy

-26.48

-50.60

-81.01

-12.30

-31.01

-39.13

-80.14

-20.13

21

Zulia

22.06

-6.02

-13.27

26.39

18.35

-6.]D

-26.24

36.33

11 Lara
12

.,,

Merida

47 .08.

Nueva Esparta, a small island of 89,492 persons, is excluded from this study-for a
variety of reasons, as are the Amazon, Amacuro Delta and Federal Dependent Territories .
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If one associates interregional dualism with relative variation
in wages for comparably educated men, the extent of dua1ism in the Venezuelan
labor market is much smaller for the better educated.

For example,· in the

Federal District of metropolitan Caracas the average wage of the unschooled
male is 833 Bolivars per month, compared with 232 B. for the same education
group in the rural state of Tachira.

In contrast, the monthly wage of men with

some higher education is 5851 B. per month in the Federal District of Caracas
and 4263 B. in Tachira

(See Data Appendix A-1).

Although the absolute gain for the

higher educated would be three times that for the unschooled, the opportunity
costs of similar amounts of time lost from work in the origin state would be
twenty times greater for the better educated than for the unschooled.

Thus,

dualism and the disequilibrium among regional labor markets exists in Venezuela
primarily for the less educated, and is presumably reduced by the more frequent
migration of the better educated.

-41Estimates of Migration Functions
The maximum number of cross migration flows among all 20 coterminous
states of Venezuela is 380 (20 times 19), but in all but the primary education
group there are eairs of states for which the gross migration flow
in one direction is zero, and these observation s are initially omitted_.* The
variables are defined in Table 3.

Estimates of the conditional lo~it model of

migration, are calculated by ordinary least squares for four educational
attainment groups of males, and reported in Table 4a-d.

The first regression

includes the explanatory variables reported by Levy and Wadycki (1974b) in
their estimates of a gravity model, with the following modificatio ns: (a) the
current population is appropriate ly replaced by the population born in the
respective state; (b) the unemploymen t rate is replaced by the employment
proportion; (c) the average wage by education group is estimated using an
extrapolati on formula implied by the Pareto distributio n, rather than fixing
the average wage for the open-ended interval at its lower limit (see Data
Appendix); and {d) origin area and population growth are included.
The second regression imposes the restriction that migrants respond
to the "expected" wage, strictly according to the HT framework, defined as
the product of the labor force employment probability
specific monthly wage rate (indicated by an asterisk).

and the education
The third and fourth

regressions are analogous to (1) and (2), but impose the symmetry hypothesis
that the coefficient s on origin and destination attributes areAf equal
absolute value but of opposite signs (i.e. the ratio of j to i is included);
symmetry is imposed for the wage rate, the employment rate, the expected wage,
and the urban share, but not for school enrollment, population size, or

population growth where the rationale is weaker and the evidence conflicts with
the restriction s.
.

*I'he logarithm of the zero gross migration rate is undefined. It is
proposed in the statistical literature that in such cases a low value be entered
to retain information in zero cells, and this procedure was explored by assumirg
in all cases where no migration is observed that one migrant moved. With the
full sample size of 380 for all education groups the estimates did not change
appreciably . Maximum likelihood methods,.are later used to retain this information
without such ad hoc procedures. See Cox, 1970.
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Table 3.

The Definitions of Variables in Migration Model *
The number of persons age seven and older in 1961 born in region
i and residing in 1961 in region j, by sex and educational
attainment.
The number of persons age seven and older in 1961 born in region
i and residing in 1961 in all j regions, j=l, ••• ,n; by sex and
educational attainment. E Mi.= Ni.
J
j=l
The gross migration rate by sex and educational
attainment; Mij/Ni.
The distance in kilometers from the capital of region i to the
capital of region j, following major roads.
The area of origin region or approximate average distance between
persons in kilometers in region i; ~ Area in square kilometers/2n.
The percentage of children between the age~_of 7 and 14 enrolled
in school .in region i-in 1961.
The percentage of the population residing in urban areas in
region Lin 1961.
The proportion of the civilian labor force employed in region
i, by sex, but for all educational attainment groups together. in 1961.
The estimated monthly wage rate for wage and salary workers age
ten and over in region i by sex and educational attainment in
Bolivars in the month preceding the 1961 Census. See Data appendix for
Pareto extrapolation procedure used for estimating wage rate for open
ended intervals.
The expected earnings per month, or the employed proportion
times the average wage rate; Wi*Ei.
The percentage of the 1950 Census population less than age ten in
region i.

*Dat~ sources are reported and wage rates derived in an appendix available
from the author on request.
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Table4a.
EST$TES OF THE POLYTOMOUS LOGISTIC MODEL OF LIFETIME
MIGRATION FOR MEN, WITH NO EDUCATION
Number of Persons
Born in i, (Bi)
Number of Persons
. Born in j , (B j )
Distance from i to ·
j ' (Dij)
Area of origin
(Ai)

Schooling in i,
(Si)

Schooling in j,
Urban Share in i,
(Ui)

Urban Share in j,
(Uj)

.0933
(. 67)

.0815
(.62)

.220
(1.58)

.252
(1.89)

-1.59
(16. 9)

~1.59
(17.0)

-1.61
(17. 7)

.539
(3.00)

.512
(3.31)

.687
(4. 58)

(4. 47)

4.28
(3.31)

4.10
(3.66)

5.43
(6.02)

5.09
(6.02)

-2.93

-2.69
(2.68)

-2.39
(2.73)

-2.07
(2 .51)

-.891
(2 .60)
.644
(1.89)

(Ei)
(Ej)

Wage rate in i, (Wi);

or if*= Expected

-.857
(1.96)

wage, (EWi)

.'

or if*= Expected

.165
(1.35)
-1.60
(17.6)

.632

.822
(3.68)

.

-.880* -·
(2. 08) Ratio
\.j/i .1.39

r

Wage rate in j, (Wj);

-.00693
(.06)

--J~i~_i;. 327
(.19)

.0919
( .04)

Employment in j,

.0307
(.24)
_.140
(1.11)

-• 913 ~Ratio
<2 •18> ~j/i.750
( · (3.22)
.721
(2.20) )

-.224
( .08)

Employment in i,

(4)

(2)

(2. 79)

(Sj)

(3)

(1)

(4. 71)

1.51*
(5.50)

1.83
(4.33)

1.98*
(5.29) ..,,

-2.56
(1.67)

-2.53
(1.66)

-3.98
(3.07)

-4.09
(3.17)

-2.02
(1. 65)

-1.61
(1.46)

-2.64
(2.43)

-2.31
(2.21)

3.48
(.34)

• 777

(.10)

9.15
(1.43)

8.84
(1.38)

.635

.634

.631

.630

421.90

422.74

425.98

427.33

wage, (EWj)
Natural increase of

Populatio n in i; Gi
Natural Increase of
Populatio n in j; Gj
Constant (a-a*)
R2

Sum of Squared
Residuals
Sample Size is

379

-44Table 4b_
ESTIMATES OF THE POLYTOMOUS LOGISTIC MODEL OF LIFETIME
MIGRATION·FOR MEN, WITH SOME PRIMARY EDUCATION
(1)

Number of Persons
Born in i, (Bi)
Number of Persons
Born in j , (B j )
Distance from i to·
j, (Dij)
Area of origin
(Ai)

Schooling in i,
(Si)

Schooling in j ,
(S)
j

Urban Share in i,
(Ui)
Urban Share in j,
{Uj)

Employment in 1,
{Ei)
Employment in j ,
{Ej)
Wage rate in i, (Wi);
or if*= Expected
wage, (EWi)
Wage rate in j, (Wj);
or if*= Expected

(3)

(2)

2.13
(2.10)

.1.96
(2.16)

- .0543
(.54)
.414
(4.20)
-1.30
(17.9)
.376
(3.31)
2.97
(3.89)

-1.67
(1.90)

-1.45
(1.71)

-1.11
(1.47)

.0499
(.45)
.423
(3.88)
-1.27
(16.9)
.300
(2.25)
'

-.940
(3.68)
1.17
(4. 57)

.0339
(.34)
.463
(4.57)
-1.26
(16.9)
.272
(.2 .40)

- .961 ......_fR i
;,io 1.05
(3.95)
(6.05)
1.26
(5.29) /

~.464
(.20)
-.516
(.25)
-1.17
(2.92)

-1.22*
(3.46)

1.36
(3.41)

1.59* \
(4.82) _,,

Natural increase of
Population in i; Gi

.448
(.47)

.480
(.51)

Natural Increase of
Population in j; Gj

-4 .10
(5.06)

-3.87
(4.98)

Constant (a-a*)

4.73
(.62)
• 723

2.21
(.39)
•722

261.24

262.08

(4)
.0148
(.16)
.445
(4.67)
-1.29
(17.9)
.326
(3.08)
2.70
(3.69)
-.854
(1.18)
1.12
(6.83)

-.359
(.24)

Ratio
'( j/i •1.26
(4.62)

1.43 *
(6.13)

wage, (EWj)

2
R

Sum of Squared
Residuals
Sample Size is 380

.0299
(. 03)
.:..4.20
(5.42)
2.75
(.54)
•721
262·.44

.0390
(.04)
-4.03
(5.29)

2.43
(.48)
.720
263.47
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Table 4e
ESTIMATES OF THE POLYTOMOUS LOGISTIC MODEL OF LIFETil1E
MIGRATION FOR MEN, WITH SOME SECONDARY EDUCATION
(1)

Number of Persons
Born in i, (Bi}
Number of Persons
Born in j, (Bj)
Distance from i to·
j, (Dij)
Area of origin
(Ai)

Schooling in i,
(Si)

Schooling in j,
(Sj)
Urban Share in i,
(Ui)
Urban Share in j ,
(Uj)
Employment in i,
(Ei)
Employment in j,
(Ej)
Wage rate in i, (Wi);
or if*= Expected
wage, (EWi)
Wage rate in j, (Wj};
or if*= Expected
wage, (EWj)
Natural increase of
Population in i; Gi
Natural Increase of
Population in j; Gj
Constant (a-a*)

Sum of Squared
Resi<luals
Sample Size is 378

(3}

(2)

(4)

-.0189
(.26}

-.0310
( .42)

-.0516
.(. 71)

-.0468
(.65)

.878
(12. O)

.858
(11. 7)

.842
(11. 7}

.838
(11. 7)

-.913
(13.9)

-.917
(13.9)

-.891
(14.0}

-.894
(14.1}

.361
(3.31)

.247
(2.70)

.188
(1.97)

2.55
(2.75)

1.70
(2.05}

.878
(1.22)

-.862
(1.10)
-1.26
(5.81)

-1.77
-1.40
(2.54}
(1.83)
-1.46 ~-- Ratio
j/i
(7 .35}

.218
(2.49)
1.06
(1.-55)
-1.93
(2.88)

1.22
(5.64)

'?"
.946
(4.99) ,..

i

1.48
( .85)
6.06
(4.01)
-1.79
(3.74)

..

1.25

1.19

(8.41)

(9. 08)

~ ~i~io 2.99

<\

(2.68)

I

*-1.94 ···.Ratio
<4 •06 > i j/i
2.39* (

2.67
(5.62)

(5.12) _J

2.26
(2.80)

2.49
(3.08)

-4.96
(-7 .07)

-5.32
(7. 63}

-10.09
(1.56)

1.17
(.22}

2.20
(6.64)

2.29
(3,. 86}

2.15 *
(6.62}

2.94
(3.82)

-4.93
(7.27)
4.78
(1.09)

-5.00
(7 .43)

4.95
(1.13}

.797

.791'

.789

.789

185.64

190.86

192.40

192.73

-46Table 44_.
ESTIMATES OF THE POLYTOMOUS LOGISTIC MODEL OF LIFETIME

MIGRATION FOR MEN, WITH SOME HIGHER EDUCATION
Number of Persons
Born in i, (Bi)
Number of Persons
Born in j, (Bj)
Distance from i to·
j, (Dij)

Area of origin
(Ai)

Schooling in i,
(Si)
Schooling in j ,
(Sj)·

Urban Share in i,
(Ui)
Urban Share in j,
(Uj)

Employment in i ,.
(Ei)

Employment in j ,
(Ej)

Wage rate in i, (W1 );
or if*= Expected
wage, (EW )

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

-.386
(3.73)

-.392
(3.82)

-.422
(4 .16)

.685
(6.33) .

.665
(6.18)

.650
(6.15)

-.411
(4 .08)
.642
(6 .09)

-.656

-.664
(6.83)
.226
(1.69)

-.615
(6.56)

-.621
(6.64)

.0957
(.68)

:..153
(1.19)

.704
(.53)

.267
(.23)

4.03
(3.66)

3.45
(3.33)

-1.70
(1.71)
2.52
(2.63)

-1.36
(3.99)

-1.48 --,
(4 .83) .'Ratio

.795
(2.41)

.524
(1.87)

(6. 73)

.282
(1.73)
'

-.230
(.09)
5.97
(2.70)

-1.92
(2.66)

1

1.08
(4.67)

·'.,.. j/i

1

Ratio
j/i

•

,

i

,,.,

-1.32

(1.44)
2.18
(2.44)
.965
(4.80)

·
3.88
(2.34)

· -2.03* ~Ratio
-·
(2.86)
j/i 2.41
(4. 77)

2.31 *
(4.66)

(4 .00)

2.69 * I
(3.75)/

Natural increase of
Population in i; Gi

3.06
(2.49)

3.19
(2.61)

Natural Increase of
Popu.lation in j; Gj

-6.11

-6.51

4.11
(3.49)
-5.. 81 ·

(5.67)

(6.22)

(5.57)

Constant (a-a*)

-17.5
(1.42)

-7.91
( • 73)

1.32
(.21)

1.70

.681

.678

.674

.673

370.08

373.19

378.7_4

379.82

Wage rate in j, (W.);
or if*~ ExpectedJ

2.93

.

wage, (EWj)

R2
Sum of Squared
Residuals
Sample Size is 358

4.06
(3.45)
-5.97
(5.81)
(.27)
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The only unexpected sign is that on the area of t,he origin state,
Ai, which was introduced to control for the fact that.a greater share of
internal migration, defined as all changes of residence, occur within a
geographic unit the larger the area of that unit (See Stouffer
1940 for a
. ,
compatible interpretation).

Thus, the anticipated effect

of origin area on a region's outmigration rate is negative.

The estimates

indicate, on the contrary, that the size of states in Venezuela is apparently
not independent of socioeconomic factors related to migration; the largest
states are the least dense, frontier a;eas fro~ which outmigration has been
relatively rapid among all educational groups.
Replacing the current population by the native born population tends
to decrease the size of the regression coefficients on the destination popula
tion size variable, as anticipated (not reported).

The effect is most substantial

for the least educated, for whom migration is most unidirectional.

However,

even with the native born population variable, the widely observed "gravity"
effect is robust, though its interpretation, as stressed earlier, is clouded
and may be a source of parameter bias.

The elasticity of migration with respect

to destination native born population size increases from .2 for the unschooled
to .9 for those with some secondary and .7 for those with some higher education.
Apparently, the more educated are more attracted to the more populated regions.
The effect of origin native born population size is implicitly
removed in the gross migration formulation, for it is assumed that all
individuals have the same probability of migration, regardless of the populous
ness of their birthplace.

But this convenient probabilistic approach does not
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have a prono unced tende ncy
fit the beha vior of the highe r educa ted group , who
their "exp ected ".rat e,
to migr ate less from th~ ]!l()re popu lous state s than
given their other char acter istic s.

This may well refle ct the added attra ction

or the unsp ecifi ed tende ncy
of large r labor mark ets for the highl y educ ated,
ted areas , such as Metro 
of the bette r educa ted to resid e in a few conc entra
polit an Carac as and Mari caibo .
found in other
Dista nce has the large deter rent effec t on migr ation
falli ng by more than one
inve stiga tions of this genre , with the elas ticit y
confi rming the tende ncy for
half from the least to the most educa ted group s,
ily. (See Lee, 1970;
the educ ated to migr ate long dista nces more read
Dava nzo, 1972 ).
Scho ol enrol lmen t prese nts a puzz le.

All educ ated group s tend to

l enrol lmen t rates , which
migr ate out of regio ns with highe r prima ry schoo
ity educ ation leve l or
could be viewe d as an infor matio n ef!ec t of_co mmun
simp ly~ refle ction of dive rsity

in educ ation al accom plish ment s of perso ns

..zed here.
with in the broad educ ation al attain ment group s analy

This is furth er

ily, other thing s being rough ly
evide nce that the more educa ted migr ate more read
less educ ated to avoid
equa l. But more curio us is the tende ncy of the

* What ever the reaso n, only the
desti natio ns with high er enrol lmen t rates .
towar d regio ns with high er schoo l
high er educ ated group is prone to move
enrol lmen t rates , other thing s equa l.

are at a disad vanta ge
*Nor does the hypo thesi s that the less educa ted
with more wide sprea d scho oling
in the job mark et and thus fare worse in regio ns
latio n betwe en enrol lmen t
get much supp ort from these data; the simp le corre
unsch ooled a!ld prim ary schoo led
rates and wages is high est for the wage rates of
to .29 and -.42 for the wage
male s, .69 and .52, respe ctive ly, where as it falls
ation .
rates of males with some secon dary and highe r educ
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It is an unfortunate aspect of the Venezuelan data that one cannot
disaggregate urban and rural populations while maintaining the detail on
educational attainment, sex and wage rates.
differences in real opportunity costs

One procedure to control for

and gains of migration between rural and

urban labor markets as characterized by measured wage rates and employment
rates is to include a variable for the proportion of the populat~on residing
in urbqn areas.

The coefficient on urban share is several times its standard

error in all education groups, both at destination (positive) and origin
(negative), and of approximately the same absolute magnitude.

The elasticity

estimates are greater for primary educated than for the unschooled, and greater
for the secondary and higher educated than for those with some primary.
The measure of population growth considered here is strongly
associated with migration.

It fosters outmigration at origin for secondary

and higher educated, and among all education groups it repels migration into
a destination labor market.

The only pecularity in the~e findings is the

u~anticipated effect of origin population growth upon the migrati~n .of the
unschooled.

There is a tendency for this least educated group to

be

unwilling

or unable to migrate out of regions that exhibit more rapid rates of population
increase.

With individual data, one might explore whether this result reflects

the effect on mobility of the number of siblings, educational attainment, timing
of marriage and own family size (See Caldwell, 1968; Hay, 1974).
The employment rate at origin is never statistically significantly related
to migration at conventional levels (two tailed 5 percent).

Destination employ

ment conditions, that are stressed in the rural-urban context of the HT model,
are positive and statistically convincing only for the secondary and higher
educated groups.

These data do not reveal that unschooled and primary educated

migrants respond to the destination level of employment in addition to their
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*
notable respon se to destina tion wage le.vels .
Tests of Restric tions on the Migrat ion Functio n
Origin

dnd destina tion wage coeffic ients are of the anticip ated sign,

elasti ci
and the destina tion elastic ities exceed in absolu te value the origin
ties.

With one except ion, the wage elastic ities also increas e modest ly with

educat ion level.

In three out of four educat ion groups the restric tion that

be
the coeffic ient on the employment rate and the wage rate are equal cannot
rejecte d by the F test (Table 5 row 1).

Though employment rate coeffic ients

groups ,
are not signifi cantly differe nt from zero for the two least educate d
rate
the "expec ted" wage is more strong ly related to migrati on than the wage
itself, by which I mean the t ratios increas e for the compound

variab le.


For the second ary and higher educat ed, for whom the employment rate coeffi
consis 
cient is larger than that on the·wag e rate, migrat ion behavi or is broadly
d
tent with the HT model of factor market distort ions. These better educate
groups , moreov er, appear to be strong ly risk averse .

migrato ry behavi or of the less educat ed,

employm ent conditi on~ govern
howeve r, is not persua sive.

The evidenc e that

This might be because these less educate d migran ts

or more
lack accura te inform ation about employment conditi ons at destin ation,
for the
likely, becaus e the traditi onal urban sector employm ent opport unities
for a well
less educate d reduce substa ntially the opport unity cost of search ing
paid job in the modern sector.

As a conseq uence, the less educate d report

origin
·.-k'fhis eviden ce is qualifi ed by problem s of adequa tely measur ing at
poor
of
ty
majori
the
real wages and actual employment opport unities for
agricu ltural
agricu ltural worker s. It is often conjec tured that the rural family
members
its
if
labor
produc tion unit may have difficu lty efficie ntly utilizi ng.
margin al
lower
are rewarde d accord ing to their average produc t rather t~an their
lly
genera
is
produc t. The compe titive wage rate in rural labor market s that
of,
t
reporte d in the Census would in this case approx imate the margin al produc
family
in
labor and und~rs tate the relevan t opport unity cost that the individ ual
in the
invests
family
the
if
r,
Howeve
ing.
employ ment consid ers before migrat
1968;
ell,
(Caldw
nt
docume
ion
migrat
of
studies
migrat ion of its member s, as many
·
shadow
the
is
g
nmakin
decisio
family
for
cost
Hay, 1974) the relevan t opport unity
for
ations
explan
other
for
(}975)
Sen
price or margin al produc t of labor. See
policy.
dual labor market s and their implic ations for labor utiliza tion and
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TABLE 5

F Tests on Coefficient Restrictions in Migration Model
and Relevant Dee:rees o!:-'.:.Freedom

lypothesis 1
rested 1
(Regress ions
;ompared in
l'able· 4·,

Educational Group
No Schooling

Some Primary

Some Secondary

Some Higher

L. With Unrestricted
Specification -Wage Expectation
Hypothesis
(Regressions 2-1)

.36

.59
(2,365)

5.10**
(2,363)

1.44
(2,343)

1.17
(3,364)

.56
(3,365)

4.41*
(3,363)

2.68
(3,343)

With Synnnetric Responses -Wage Expectation
Hypothesis
1.00
(Re$ressions 4-3)
(1,367)

1.44
(1,368)

.63
(1,366)

.99
(1,346)

.23
(1,369)

L28
(1,367)

.07
(1,347)

(2,364)

Synnnetric Origin and
.. Destination
Restriction
I

for U, E and W
(Regressions 3-1)
I•

• Origin Constant
Term Effect is
negligible
(Regression 4)

NOTES:

1.90
(1,368)

Te~t statistics derived from Table 4 •.

1' The null hypothesis is that the regression coefficient is zero or that the set

of coefficients are equal is rejected at the 5 peicent
or 1 percent level(**), as indicated.

level of confidence (*)
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themselves as (openly) unemployed in the urban sector less frequently than
would be implied by the HT model.
The symmetry of origin. and destination attributes, measured in terms
of migration elasticitie s, is confirmed by the F tests reported in Table 5,
row 2 for all but secondary educated, and for both secondary and higher
educated the employment rate effects are the only single variable restriction
that appears to operate asymmetric ally (test not reported).

Finally, the

statistical significanc e of the constant term can be interpreted as a test
whether nonmigratio n is a distinct and separable decision, namely, whether
In Table 5, row 5 the comparable F test is reported for whether this
constant term effect is different from zero, using regression 4 for comparison

a=a.

purposes.

In all education groups the constant is not statistical ly signifi

cantly different from zero.

It may still be worthwhile to examine the stepwise

migration decisions using a decision tree framework that is consistent with
the dichotomous and polytomous logit model applied here.
Predictive Accuracy of Alternative Statistical Models of Migration
The tests of restriction s reported in Table 5 generally support the
acceptance of the symmetric uniform logit model as a simple description by
one set of parameters of both cross migration rates and the rate of nonmigratio n.
But does the logit formulation represent a notable improvement over the standard
"gravity" model as estimated in the unrestricte d form of equation (l)?

There is

no single or s;i'IIlple way to evaluate the goodness of fit across different
statistical models based on slightly different bodies of data.

I have chosen

here to reconstruct the predicted values of all the migration cells based
on the logit ordinary least squares estimates of regression 1 in Table 4 and
the comparable gravity equation (1) and contrast them on the basis of their
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2

coefficient of determinatio n or R.

First, it should be noted that the

gravity and the logit model estimated by OLS (on the odds-ratio) exclude
migration cells for which the migration rate is zero; one cell in 380 for
men with no schooling, 2 cells for men with secondary schooling, and 22 cells
for men with higher education.

However, the gravity model also makes no

direct use of the 20 nonmigratio n cells, i.e. m 's.
11
an advantage to the logit OLS.

This appears to be

Comparisons are made, therefore, on both

the subsample of observation s used for the gravity model (A) and for the
sample used by the logit OLS model, plus any remaining zero cells (B).

Since

my objective is to explain both cross migration and nonmigratio n in a single
model, the sample (B) comparisons are of main interest here.
One may also be concerned that empty migration cells contain information
that is disregarded by both of these estimated models, and this information
might be of importance, at least for the higher education group where it
represents nearly six percent of the sample.

To incorporate the zero cells,

a nonlinear maximum likelihood (ML) logit estimator is required.

Including

the mutually exhaustive 20 possible outcomes for each of the 20 regional
birth cohorts produced a matrix of outcomes that exceeded the capacity of
the available Nerlove-Pre ss logistic program (1973), and the model did not
conform to the attribute differenced dimensions required by the Manski-McFadden

' logit program (nd), even if a problem of this size had been
conditional
computation ally possible.

As a second best solution, the 380 observation s

that excluded the 20 nonmigratio n cells

were used to estimate an unrestricte d

dichotomous ML logit model at moderate cost.

Though the program did not

always appear to converge, virtually identical parameter vectors were estimated
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from various startirig values.

The omission of the residual mii's should not

bias the ML logit estimates, but presumably reduces their efficiency.
2
Table 6 reports the calculated R for the three estimators for both
Samples (A) and (B).

It is somewhat surprising that the gravity model does

quite well in predicting the mii's except among the higher educated group;
2

the R actually increases for the gravity model based on the full sample
(B) compared with (A), even though it does not explicitly use information
from these added sample points.

The anticipated deterioration in gravity

results for the (B) sample occurs only for the higher educated men, where the
2
R plunges from .54 to .06.
More in accord with expectations, the logit 0LS outperforms the gravity
model in all education groups for both samples (A) and (B).

Clearly these

migration data are better fit by the cheaply calculated 01S logit model than
by the gravity model, even if only cross migration rates are of interest,
i.e. sample (A).
More surprising is the superior performance of the maximum likelihood logit
estimators, which outperform the 01S logit in every instance.

Even though the

ML logit are not based on the nonmigration cells, they predict them admirably,
2

increasing R for those with no schoqling from • 96 to •99 ( the f'nonconvergent"
case), the secondary educated from .82 to .89, and the higher educated from
.70 to .77.

In the primary educated group, where there were no zero cells,

the LM logit explained .98 of the variance across ail of the cells compared
with .95 for the OLS logit.

In sum, the OLS logit appears to represent a

substantial improvement over the gravity model.

The moderately more

costly nonlinear ML logit estimates, even when nonmigration cells are omitted,
provide. a still better fit to these Venezuelan lifetime migration data.
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Comparisons of Coefficients of Determinationa
Between ·Actual and Predicted Migration Probabilities
Based on Alternative Models and Estimation Techniques
E d u c a t i o n
Sample Size
and Code

Gr o u p

Function Form and Estimation Technique
OLSc
Gravity Modelb
Logit
Logit MLd

Sample Definition

R2

No Schooling
379

A

400

B

1

R2

R2

2

1

lli

R2

-1.23

-.09

.56

.92

.96

.99

Some Primary Education
380

A

mij

400

B

mij

0 i p j

>

.49

.56

.57

• 71

.93

.95

.95

.98

Some Secondary Education
378

A

400

B

mij

>

0 i p j

mij

.60

.62

• 71

• 72

.87

.64

.64

.82

.82

.89

.54

.57

.76

• 75

.84

.06

.06

.70

• 70

• 77

Some Higher Education
358

A

mij

400

B

mij

Notes:

a

>

0, i p j

Since the mean of the predicted values need not be the sample mean, given the
form and procedure used to estimate the various models, two ways of estimating
the n2 can differ.

i 12 •

1 - (ty

2

-

Ria 1 - (t(y -

"'2

2~yy + ry )/(ry
A

i

y-

2

2

- {ry) /N)

i

(y - ;))2/(E(y A

y)2
f

where y is the actual and y the predicted migration probaoility, y is the mean
and
is the predicted mean, and the summations are over the N observations
of the sample. When the same value is obtained to 2 digit accuracy, only
one result is reported.

Y
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Notes to Table 6 continued:

b
The gravity model is of the form log mii •a+ 8 log X and is estimated
by ordinary least squares for mij > 0 and i ~ j.

·c
The Logit model can be estimated by ordinary least squares in the odds-ratio
form, log (mfi/mii) •a+ Blog X for observations where m > O, i ; j and
mii > O. Th s procedure imposes the adding up restrictioni~ i.e.,
1 • Imij for all i. j
dThe maximum likelihood logit parameters are the estimates of the logit
function mij m 1/(1 + exp -B ln X), that maximize the likelihood function
given the observations of migration rates for various cross migration cells
including zeros, i.e. all mii' i I j. This procedure does not explicitly
impose the adding up restriction, i.e. 1 =
mij' for all i.

f
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V.

Conclusions and Discussion of Findings

Methodological Conclusions
The traditional double logarithmic migration function has proven an
adaptable way to explain patterns of interregional migration.

But its

satisfactory fit to data from several countries should not deter us from
replacing it by a more rigorous statistical framework that both uses
more information and plausibly restricts the probability of migration to the
zero one interval. Recently added to the tools of econometrics, the polytomous
logit framework appears suited to studies of interegional migration and socio
economic mobility.
In this investigation of male lifetime internal migration in Venezuela,
the linear (ordinary least squares) estimates,of the logit model account for
more of the variation in migration rates than do the linear estimates of the
double logarithmic gravity model.
moreover, prove superior to the

Nonlinear maximum likelihood logit estimates,
cheaper

linear logit estimates.

Explana-

tory variables account for more of the variation in migration rates when they
are specified in logarithmic form in the logit model, and this also permits
direct tests of several useful economic hypotheses regarding migration behavior.
The normalization of migration flows by the origin population size is
consistent with these data, except for the higher education group, where the
coefficient on origin population, Ni, is statistically significant and negative.
As indicated in this paper, the unrestricted inclusion in the migration function

of origin and destination population size variables has little basis in theory, and
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considerable potential for biasing other parameter values by becoming a proxy
for omitted persistent factors that account for historic patterns of migration.
In this exercise the importance of both origin and destination population
size was most noted among the more educated, the class of skilled workers for
whom there may indeed be perceived gains from working in a large metropolitan
labor market. *
When regional labor market conditions are expressed in logarithmic
form, the uniform logistic model implies that origin and destination
variables enter in ratio form, an empirical restriction that is found to
be consistent with these data.

Schooling and population growth variables,

however, do not appear to enter in ratio form; the arithmetic form may be
more appropriate.

*For this group alone the Cobb Douglat specification of the migration

function may warrent more study, i.e., B ~ l-B • Research is needed to
1
2
determine under what conditions and for what problems the constant returns
to scale restriction on the migration function makes sense. Perhaps the
concentration of the less educated groups in certain regions has not reached
the same proportions as for the more educated groups, and thus not evoked
the nonlinear restraints on migration rates that is implicit in the constant
returns to scale Cobb Douglas function.
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Empirical Findings
Within the limitations of a single aggregate cross section, the data
from the Venezuelan 1961 Census describe plausibly how patterns of internal
lifetime migration might respond to economic and demographic forces.

Analysis

is limited to men, since observed wage and employment rates should be less biased
indicators of productive opportunities for men in all regions. *

Four educa-

tion groups are distinguished because it was expected that labor market oppor
tunities and individual migratory response parameters would differ by education.
Tabulations for every region documented the tendency for the more educated
to migrate more frequently (Table 1) and to be less deterred by distance and
more responsive to relative wage and employment differences(Table 4).

Within

education groups migration is also greater from regions where school enrollment
rates are higher.

Thus, disaggregation of the population by education appear

justified in the study of migration behavior.
Average wage rates at destination are associated with migration within all
four education groups; the elasticity of the migration rate with respect to
destination wages ranges between 1.4 to 2.9.

Measured origin wage rates,

. *Female migration data were also analyzed with results similar to men's.
Several differences might be noted, however. First, women tended to respond
more strongly (larger elasticities and t statistics) to male wage rates than to
female wage rates, particularly among higher educated women. This is consistent
with many women migrating with their husband or in search thereof, in which the
market earnings of the male dominate the migration decision given their more
frequent participation in the market labor force. The expected income hypothe
sis is accepted only for higher educated women. Based on women's wages and
employment rates, the symmetry of origin and destination effects is rejected,
but is accepted if based on the respective male variables. The intercepts
were virtually zero in all except the higher education group, where the F
was 3.17 (1,220) and the intercept was positive. For women the odds ratio
in 14 cells for the secondary educated was zero, and for higher educated
women 19 infinite (none stayed at birthplace) and 31 zero.
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however, are less of a restraining factor on migration, particularly among the
unschooled, but operate, nonetheless, in the anticipated direction.

Destination

wage elasticities, therefore, exceed origin wage elasticities, confirming
that the origin wage may proxy the availability of investable funds which facili
tate migration.

The differential effect by education level of origin and destina

tion economic variables does not confirm the selectivity hypothesis, which implied
that origin characteristics should influence predominantly the less educated and
destination characteristics should influence the more educated.
The essential feature of the Harris Todaro model of migration and labor
factor markets is that inflexibilities in wage rates across labor markets induce
compensating variation in employment rates.

Holding constant migration rates,

the presumed compensating variation between wages and employment levels is not
evident in Venezuela among male migrants with less than a secondary education.
For these less educated groups in the labor force the traditional wage gap
appears to be the predominant determinant of urban labor force growth and
interregional migration.

This finding can be explained in several ways, but

to test these conjectures is beyond the reach of our

data.

First, the avail-

ability of low paid jobs in the traditional urban sector may accomodate less
educated migrants upon arrival at destination.

The elastic supply of these

low paying jobs reduces measured unemployment and lowers the cost of search
for modern well-paid jobs.

Alternatively, employment levels may have been

atypically low during the 1961 urban recession.

Particularly for the less

educated, employment levels in 1961 might have deviated widely from those
prevalent in the prior two decades of urban expansion when much of the observed
lifetime migration occurred. *

*The

latter explanation was explored with unemployment/employment data
derived from the 1950 Census, which also implied little sensitivity of the
less educated migrants to the measured level of employment a decade earlier
in a more "normal" expansionary phase of the national economy.
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But for men with some secondary or higher education the elasticity of
migration with respect to employment is greater than that with respect to wage.
For these better educated men the Barris-Toda ro (1970) framework may be
applicable; the potential origin wage (not conditioned on employment rates) is
compared with a weighted product of the destination wage rate and the probability
of finding an urban job.

Holding migration constant for secondary educated,

a one percent increase in destination wage rates is offset by a 3.5 percent
decrease in employment rates (or a ten times larger relative increase in unemploy
ment rates>.

For higher educated men a 2.4 percent decrease in employment rates

would offset a one percent rise in destination wages. With this steep trade
off between employment rates and wage rates, interregion al relative variation
in . wage rates are observed to be smaller among the more educated than among
the

less educated, or conversely, levels of unemploymen t observed among

various education classes are about the same (Childers, 1974).
Dualism may be an important aspect of the labor market for less educated
workers in Venezuela given the large differences across regions in wage levels.
But to characteriz e the trade-off between wage rates and employment at lower
education levels will require additional, more refined information on the
traditional and modern subsectors, job turnover and the duration of unemployme nt,
hiring practices and evidence of the consequence s of wage controls.

Published

results of the 1961 Census, unfortunate ly, do not confirm any interplay between
employment and wages for the vast majority of less educated Venezuelan workers.
This interpretat ion of regional integration of labor markets by educational level is consistent with the diminished deterrent effect of distance on the
migration of more educated Venezuelans .

Also, the size of population at destina

tion attracts notably the more educated; and there is a correspondi ng tendency

C
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for the more educated to be less inclined to move out of the more populous
states.

These patterns of behavior may be useful for prediction, but should

be interpreted with caution as they probably are attributable to the dynamics
of the migration process that are not adequately captured in my static frame
work.
Population growth appears to be a powerful added force affecting the redistribution of the Venezuelan population, but it apparently operates predominantly through its effect on destination choice, and less on the population
at origin.

The rate of population growth is today beginning to subside in

Venezuela (Cerrutti and Kar, 1975), as urban fertility rates decline.

But

this emerging trend will not immediately slow rural-urban migration.

More~

over, the combination of educational, health and family planning services
that might evoke a decline in rural fertility that would slow migration
may prove costly, and overtax the commitment of many low income countries
to rural development.
According to the estimates reported in this paper, a recession such
as that which overtook Venezuela in 1961 and increased sharply unemployment
would curtail the urban influx of better educated migrants.

But increasing

measured urban unemployment would do little to dampen the growth in numbers
of less educated job seekers so long as the urban-rural wage ratio remains
unchanged.

Herein is the thorny and perennial problem of wage and incomes

policy for a country experiencing rapid but uneven growth.

Until means

are found to narrow the gap between urban and rural wages for the least
educated workers, the reallocation of the population to the cities will
continue.
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But this conclusion also has another side.

The dire prediction that

growth of urban employment might become socially counterproductive, as
suggested in the context of East Africa by Harris and Todaro (1970), is
not confirmed here for Venezuela.

With no observed tradeoff on migration

between employment and wage rates among the less educated, there is no
reason to assume that socially wasteful urban unemployment is due to
urban wage rigidities.

On

the other hand, the potential social costs

of unemployment among the better educated requires much more disaggregated
analysis to infer the extent to which this unemployment represents idle
resources or occurs in conjunction with job search, mostly among young
inexperienced workers.

Given the above average human, and, I would expect,

physical wealth of men in these better educated classes, it is not clear
to me that unemployment is a socially inequitable means of clearing inter
regional labor markets when wages are imperfectly flexible.

It remains to

be seen, however, whether greater flexibility in wage determination might
not foster more efficient national utilization of this pool of skilled
labor among competing regional employments.
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